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Slide 3 (OER Platforms)
There are many different platforms to use and learn about different kind of OERs
Some examples are:
1. Videos
2. Open Licenced Images
3. Software
4. Audio
And in the end of this video we will show you one example for an OER Organization
Slide 4 (examples)
Videos:
archive.org: Many different resources and platforms combined. Digital movies are
uploaded by Archive users which range from classic full-length films,
to daily alternative news broadcasts, to cartoons and concerts. Many
of these videos are available for free download.
playposit.com:
Find educational videos and online interactive videos.
Vimeo.com:
Many E-Learning courses use this platform to upload their course
videos
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Images:
One example is
flickr.com:

One of the biggest online image-hosting platform with OER.
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dreamstime.com: Offers many free stock photos.
Freepik.com: Free vector icons for personal and commercial use.
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Software:
Educommons: EduCommons will help you develop and manage an open access
collection of course materials.
Moodle: Moodle is a learning platform designed to provide educators,
administrators and learners with a single robust, secure and integrated
system to create personalised learning environments.
DOKEOS: DOKEOS, a creator of elearning solutions, helps companies, training
providers
and multinationals with their online training projects.
ATutor: Provides open sources LMS to develop and share e-learning content.
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Audio:
Soundcloud: Soundcloud lets you discover music and sounds that other people share
openly. You can get in direct contact with the creator.
Digccmixter: Is host to many audio data and lets you use them freely.
CCtrax: Music tracks under Creative Common licence
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These has been only examples. The european research network is a great website to find
more and get information on your own.
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You need all the information and many OER materials on one place?
Look at European Research Network of Open Education Resources of Madrid
Open University is a collaborative space in which more than 50 international
educational institutions and presitigious universities are involved.
All the learning communities will be able to take advantage of this web database, with
more than 300 image banks, 250 audio files database, 250 video resources and more
than 300 apps and programmes that can be used in education.
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In addition, you can keep informed of all the open content news that will be published,
such us projects and initiatives, bibliographical references, conferences and
lectures, so you can stay up to date on the evolution of this movement.
Slide 10 (More Projects and Organizations)
There are many more projects and organizations who work with OER and E-Learning.
We will show you how you can get an overview and how you can find the right
organization for your needs.
Creativecommons.org is a website that is responsible for many free licenced material.
They also created a database for you to find projects and organizations.
This database is called ODEPO.
ODEPO is a wiki that provides an listing of projects and organizations for education.
These websites are always highly informational and we recommend you to check it out.
(https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/ODEPO_FAQ)
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Thank you for your attention
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